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when people think of Japan and energy, they generally remember the 2011
Fukushima disaster. But a lot has happened since. All nuclear power plants
have been decommissioned, but not because of a political decision. The current government of Prime Minister Abe supports nuclear energy as a major
base load provider. But the majority of the population is now against it, making
re-commissioning with local government approval difficult. Furthermore the
tests by the reconstituted atomic supervisory authority are still in progress
and it is expected that a many of the remaining 48 reactors which are on fault
planes or too old will no longer go on stream.
Instead of concentrating on renewables – Japan only gets 10 per cent
of its power from these (8 per cent hydropower) – the government merely
allowed for an increase to 20 per cent by 2030 in the “Strategic Energy Plan”
published in April.
But Japan has much greater potential. In the 1970s it was a pioneer
in photovoltaic systems and had a strong industrial backing. The introduction of high infeed payments for PV in 2012 emphasized this. There were 1.2
million applications; 10 per cent were actually implemented, doubling the
installed PV capacity.
But now it is the electricity sector which needs reform and is currently
still acting as a brake. Ten local utilities generate, distribute and sell electricity. These activities should be separated and competition introduced.
In view of the current situation it was not surprising that in September the
first utility refused any further power infeed from renewables and others
followed immediately.
As from 2016, the Japanese electricity market will be liberalised. And
what‘s more, comparison with other countries reveals the small role played
by renewable energy in Japan. There is a lot to do, which many German companies have realised and are exploiting. In addition to PV, mainly wind energy
– a minor factor to date – is being developed. The fact that there is not much
free land available in Japan and that Japanese coastal waters run deep have
been mere pretexts. Biomass and geothermal energy also have great potential and are now government-funded.
The “Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute, AIST”, opened in April
2014, indicates a new start and is also linked to NRW through the Prefecture and its cooperation arrangement.

Dr. Lorenz Granrath
Supervisory Innovation Coordinator, AIST National Institute for Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology, Tokyo/Japan
innovation & energy 1 | 2015
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40 million Masterplan for electroeuros for mobility presented
SMEs
NRW wants to support small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with the
development of climate- and environmentally-friendly innovations, and NRW
Climate Protection Minister Remmel has
now launched the lead markets competition “EnergyEnvironmentEconomy.NRW”
(“EnergieUmweltwirtschaft.NRW”) during
the 3rd NRW Sustainability Conference.
Companies, universities and research
and cultural institutions from NRW have
been invited to enter the competition; 40
million euros of EU funding is available. The
competition is based on three main themes.
The theme of “Sustainable energy conversion, transport and storage” supports restructuring of the energy system along the
path to energy supply which is as carbonneutral as possible, based on renewable
energies.
The second theme, “Resources, material and energy efficiency” deals in particular with material- and energy-efficient
production, recycling, sustainable and environmentally-friendly products, and sustainable raw material management.
The third subject, “Environmental
technologies” is intended to strengthen the
ability of companies in North Rhine-Westphalia to make use of – and also to sell and
export – the latest environmental technologies in the water and waste water industries,
and also in the areas of clean air and noise
reduction. Applications can be submitted
up to 26 February 2015.
Information: www.leitmarktagentur.nrw.de
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The Masterplan Electromobility NRW was
presented during the 3rd Competence
Meeting of Elektromobility NRW in Essen.
It considers all areas of electromobility in
detail, analyses the status quo and gives
specific advice on actions in the areas of
research and development, system innovation, framework conditions and communication. Funding of electromobility in
North Rhine-Westphalia will in future be
based on the lead markets competitions
within the framework of the new EU-ERDF
Funding Period 2014 - 2020. Electromobility projects are eligible to participate in five
out of eight competitions.
Further information:
www.ernergieagentur.nrw.de/kraftstoffe and
www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de

Award
thanks to
Mission E
The city of Dortmund has been awarded
the “Energy efficiency in public institutions
– Good Examples 2014” prize by the German Energy Agency for implementing the
Mission E project of EnergyAgency.NRW.
Mission E raises awareness and motivates
and trains employees in the efficient use of
energy. This was achieved by means of a
series of posters, action weeks with office
tours of inspection, training, and a competition between buildings. EnergyAgency.
NRW first carried out Mission E in cooperation with the German armed forces. In
Dortmund, it was possible to reduce energy consumption by around 5,300 megawatt hours per year.
A further winner is the Regional Association of Westphalia-Lippe (LWL). The
LWL succeeded in raising energy efficiency in around 800 public buildings with the
help of an energy management system.

EnergyAgency.
NRW best in
Germany
EnergyAgency.NRW is the highest-performing regional energy agency in Germany. This was the result of the study entitled “Comparison of the Federal States:
Analysis of the Influencing Factors for the
Expansion of Renewable Energy Sources
2014 – Indicators and Ranking”. The German Institute for Economic Research
(DIW) has now presented its final report to
the Centre for Solar Energy and Hydrogen
Research Baden-Württemberg (ZSW), and
the Renewable Energies Agency (AEE). An
earlier study in 2012 also put EnergyAgency.NRW in first place. The study states that
EnergyAgency.NRW “covers the entire
range of tasks in the best possible way and
addresses a wide target audience”.
Alongside EnergyAgency.NRW, North
Rhine-Westphalia was also the top state in
Germany when it came to information on
opportunities for use of renewable energy
sources.
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1,000
fuel cell
buses by
2020
A truly excellent project:

New Brochure
“CHP Model Municipality”
The expert jury selected 6 out of 51
projects submitted last year during the
“CHP Model Municipality NRW” (CHP
= Combined Heat and Power) competition, intended to promote cogeneration of
electricity and heat. The “CHP Model Municipalities NRW” competition is a part of
the cogeneration incentive programme,
worth 250 million euros, initiated by the
NRW state government. Bad Laasphe,
Iserlohn, Krefeld, Ostbevern/Telgte Town,

Saerbeck municipality and the towns of
Remscheid/Solingen/Wuppertal qualified as “CHP Model Municipalities”. The
award winners introduce themselves and
their projects in the new brochure from
EnergyAgency.NRW. As Energy State No.
1 in the fields of energy generation and
consumption, North Rhine-Westphalia is
particularly interested in developing combined power and heat generation.

Manufacturers Daimler, Van Hool, VDL,
Solaris and MAN signed a declaration
during the Stakeholder-Forum of the
Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking announcing their intention to launch
a total of up to 1,000 fuel cell buses onto
the market by 2020. This provides the
companies with improved security as
regards planning, and they are already
working on introduction of fuel cell buses
to their fleets. In fact the first vehicles are
already in use – and MAN, another large
bus manufacturer, has now also joined the
party. In addition, the European Union is
planning a comprehensive procurement
programme for fuel cell buses for 2016/17.
Funding will be provided for around 300
fuel cell buses and the associated hydrogen filling stations.

E-world in Essen: Distilled
energy expertise
From 10 to 12 February 2015, E-world energy & water will once more be the essential
meeting place for the energy sector. The
premier European Fair in the energy and
water industries with Congress will take
place in Essen for the 15th time. The North
Rhine-Westphalia Climate Protection and
Environment Ministry will be present at the
Fair in Hall 3, Stand No. 370, along with
EnergyAgency.NRW and clusters “EnergyRegion” and EnergyResearch.NRW”.
Following the theme of “Climate Protection – made in NRW: Future energies from
North Rhine-Westphalia”, 18 companies
and research institutes will be presenting
innovation & energy 1 | 2015

their key technologies for the energy systems of the future.
EnergyAgency.NRW will be holding
its 19th Expert Conference on Future Energies during the Fai, on Tuesday, 10 February 2015. The North Rhine-Westphalia
Climate Protection Minister, Johannes
Remmel, will open the conference.
Further information and registration:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de

www.e-world-2015.com

AHEEEHAPJGDEMMHJKGDMNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNLMPADAONLJCBPBNFFFNB
NDGBOHFNKJBDLFDLNNADKMJPLKFFK
PKJKKAFOGEFJKGEJADHAEFJLNIDEB
KAPECAFLCCMEIGDOOCKOAOMOFFKGG
ENNNNFEHKKPFANAGJCFBAHFHALFJL
APBBBPAPIEOPLLEOHJNLGBGHCFBCN
HHHHHHHPPPHHHHPPPPHHHPHHPHPHP
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NRW companies open up
new foreign markets
The sun shines for 1,480 hours a year in NRW. In Morocco, the sun
shines for twice as long as this, for on average eight hours a day.
Ideal conditions for photovoltaic systems.

I

n December 2013, the company Rheinland Solar established a branch office in Morocco, together with
BAU-KO Solar. But the right climate and knowing the
right technology to use are not all that matter. “Everything happens a bit more slowly than in Germany,”
according to the experience of Rheinland Solar CEO
Oliver Loritz. Rheinland Solar provides advice on all
subjects associated with photovoltaics and installs
systems for both private houses and industrial and
commercial buildings. In 2014, it was responsible for
installations with a total capacity of 2.5 MW. The company, which was established in 1996 and employs 15
people, puts quality in the spotlight. “This means that
we can survive despite the negative market situation,”
explains 35-year-old Loritz. Because the photovoltaics sector in Germany experienced a crisis in 2012, the
company started to look for promising foreign markets. Following initial contact with Morocco, the question was whether to establish a branch office there.
BAU-KO Solar, a cooperation partner of Rheinland So-

6

lar, already had a Moroccan sales advisor, who was
very interested in working in his home country. The
CEOs of the two companies travelled to North Africa
several times in order to get to know the market. “Morocco is a politically stable country,” explains Loritz. In
addition, the Moroccan government has made it clear
that it wants to promote and develop renewable energies. Together, the two solar specialists established
the company BAU-KO Solar Maroc S.A.R.I. “This
means that we share both the risks and the responsibilities,” says the CEO. Rheinland Solar financed the

Talking business:
Said Idrissi, CEO
of BAU-KO Solar
Maroc S.A.R.I.,
and Oliver Loritz,
CEO of Rheinland
Solar (right)
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new company with its own funds, and their normal
business bank, Stadtsparkasse Düsseldorf helped
with the official paperwork. An employee of the SCountryDesk-Netzwerk, the international network of
the Sparkasse finance group, had good contacts with
the German Chamber of Industry and Commerce in
Casablanca (AHK), which speeded up the process of
establishing the company. In addition, the formalities
could be completed in German, instead of in Arabic or
French, the second official language in Morocco. “But
despite all this, everything took a long time, as the
wheels of officialdom turn very slowly,” says Loritz.
However, he feels that the country is
both progressive and safe. “As Germans, we enjoy a great deal of respect,” he says. But still, he thinks it
is essential to have a native Moroccan on site in Morocco. “People tend
to know each other, and so we can
also find the specialists we need for our business.”
Now, two sales managers are working at BAU-KO Solar Maroc S.A.R.I. “Both of them lived in Germany for
20 years,” explains Loritz. “We telephone each other
every two days and visit personally every five to six
weeks.” This is important for staff motivation. “And
our Moroccan business partners feel it is a sign of
respect and appreciation if we attend negotiations
ourselves.” The first order was to build a 7.75 kWp solar installation on the roof of a mosque in the capital
city, Rabat. “We won the invitation to tender issued
by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ),” remembers Loritz. Two Moroccan
technicians helped with the actual installation of the

system. “They proved to be very quick and resourceful, and helped us find solutions for infeed management.” It was not possible for the power to be fed into
the low-voltage network, as the necessary legislation
had not yet been ratified.
Now, Loritz is thinking about bringing the two to
Düsseldorf for a course of training. In addition, the
Düsseldorf company itself trains future solar specialists at the Centre de Perfectionnement Technique de
Kenitra (CPT). The project was funded by the Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
(BMZ) programme develoPPP.de of the BMZ and by
the Moroccan state, which each
contributed 200,000 euros. Further
orders followed on from the installation of the system on the roof of the
mosque, above all from private farmers. “They want to use our installations to power their pumps and irrigate their fields,” explains Loritz. “In contrast to most
other installers, we use a system manufactured by
Emponi, which has developed a direct solar drive for
pumps. This system is efficient, low-cost and 100 per
cent solar powered.” The total capacity of the photovoltaic systems installed in Morocco amounts to
around 100 kW. And the industrial sector is also very
interested in the technology from NRW. Nevertheless, it takes much longer than in Germany to reach a
definite decision and place a firm order. “People think
quite differently here in Germany,” says Loritz from
experience. However, he is convinced of the long-term
success of the project. “The market over there is underdeveloped and offers great opportunities.”

The Moroccan
market offers
great
opportunities.

Get to know about foreign markets, gather information or receive international delegations
– you can find out more here:
■■ NRW foreign trips and trade fair programmes:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/international
■■ Export initiative for renewable energies:
www.export-erneuerbare.de
■■ Export initiative for energy efficiency:
www.efficiency-from-germany.info
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www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/international
AHEEEHAPNNLEJLAICMBINMOEHPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBLBOILNGMGIGICALIPBNFFFNB
LAJKFJFMAKAGEKKJIDJPADGAEEMDHJDMP
CFLBHGFDFFODCIFLHNJDJKGMDIGKFFJNH
IDCMOFFNAHBFNMCAAGCHGEBJGNEPHJLBP
MMLNGNFGHPGNEGLPOLOAGOIACIGJEBNIG
MNFNNNEHLBKGJLANEIFOGDCGAHFHAMLFG
APBBBPAPGNBKBEDEHFCLJOHKGFBEBHLLP
HHHHHHHPPHHHHHPHHHPHHHPHHPHPHHPPH

The staff at EnviTec Biogas AG also know from
many years of experience that business usage abroad
can be quite different than in Germany. This company,
which was established in 2002 and employs 350 people, is one of the leading suppliers of biogas and biogas manufacturing plants in the world, and is active in
around 20 countries. “In China, people may sing during business meetings and may also bring around 30
of their colleagues along with them,”
says Roel Slotman, Head of Sales at
the company, which is headquartered in Saerbeck. “And we may receive a phone call in the middle of the
night asking us to attend a meeting
immediately, if the local Mayor wants
to get to know our staff on a spontaneous basis.” And
in the Philippines, the staff have first to understand
that raising your eyebrows twice signifies agreement.
“However, it can take a long time for a business relationship to develop, and you have to make a great
many business trips and invest a lot of patience,” as
Slotman knows from experience.
The first activities abroad took place in 2006,
in the Netherlands. “In that year, the Indian Energy
Minister also visited EnviTec Biogas, and we received
our first order from outside Europe – from India,” explains Slotman. In order to open up new markets, the
company, which is also listed on the stock market, likes
to make use of the foreign trade fair programmes and
business delegations which are offered by the German
international chambers of commerce, sector federations and also EnergyAgency.NRW and NRW.International. In addition, EnviTec Biogas AG cooperates
with the GIZ. “Among other things, the GIZ organises
events like the “Biogas Training Days” in countries
such as Thailand, which we attend as speakers,” says
Slotman. Many contacts, particularly with Asia, have

also developed through the company’s own network.
“Again and again we find that biogas plant technology still needs to be explained,” says the sales manager. “For example, potential customers from Asia ask
where the wood is actually burned within the plant.”
Before the company begins activities in any country,
it investigates the local conditions,
history and culture. “During official
meetings it is always a particular
sign of politeness if you can speak a
few words of the local language,” explains Slotman. He sees the basis for
success abroad – besides the highquality systems that are “Made in
Germany” – in good networks, reliability and long years of experience.
“A tolerant and open approach is always helpful, along
with a genuine interest in other people and different
cultures, and also a readiness to consider new and
important questions and thoroughly investigate problems,” summarises Slotman.
As another example, the weather in Latvia presents a particular challenge. Here, temperatures of
minus 28 degrees celsius are not infrequent and the
ground can be frozen down to 60 centimetres below
the surface. “However, it is important to cooperate
with foreign partners in a fair way and to make clear
that we are interested in a sustainable partnership
which is of benefit to both sides,” says Slotman. Such
a partnership exists with the Japanese company RENAGEN, one of the leading waste recycling companies
in Japan and South-East Asia. The importance of foreign business for EnviTec Biogas is made clear by the
development of the business in the first six months of
2014: by the end of June orders worth 55.7 million Euro
had been placed, of which 34.1 million euros came
from international customers. China accounts for the
largest share, with 11 million euros.

It is
important
to treat
foreign partners
fairly and with
respect.

“It can take a long time for a business relationship to develop, and
you have to make a great many business trips and invest a lot of
patience,” says Roel Slotman, CEO of EnviTec Biogas AG.
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Together with NRW:

Fukushima follows new
paths to renewables

T

he Japanese Prefecture in Fukushima wants to
generate its total primary energy from renewables by 2040 and also wishes to follow this road
in close consultation with the state of North RhineWestphalia. For this reason, a partnership in the energy sector was signed between NRW and the Prefecture
in Fukushima at the beginning of 2014. EnergyAgency.
NRW supports this technical exchange of experience
and will receive several delegations this year on various technical themes such as fuel cells, geothermal
energy and energy-efficient building construction.
At the start of December 2014, EnergyAgency.NRW
organised for the second time a joint company stand
with NRW.International and NRW.Invest at the Renewable Energy Industrial Fair in Koriyama, along with a
technical seminar, in order to present technologies
from NRW on the subject of renewable energies and
energy efficiency. The CEO of EnergyAgency.NRW,
Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, was also invited to open
the Fair, together with newly-elected Governor Uchibori and other honoured guests. A dinner attended

innovation & energy 1 | 2015

by representatives of the Prefecture and a tour of the
new Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute rounded
off the trip. Further development of the partnership is
planned for this year, and a delegation from Fukushima will come to NRW for E-World 2015. Our Japanese
guests will exhibit in Hall 7 on Stand 7-324.
In addition to the contacts with Fukushima, there
has been intensive contact with Japan for many years
through the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Network. More
information on these activities, the Japanese market
and profiles of yet more countries are available online.
Information: falb@energieagentur.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPEKGPMLJFFFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILEKMONPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IFPGJBFBGLHFCOHIPDCJOFABNFCMD
GJGMOBFAKACDGJJFNHPLILFIOLPLM
CEAMJGFEKIALFBNKGOMHLNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEPAPBCILMPKLEHAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKABFKHBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/11493
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It pays to
be patient
Gerhard Weber works as a scout for development cooperation at the Bonn/Rhine-Sieg Chamber of Industry and Commerce. He supports regional companies
in opening up foreign markets.
What aspects are most often underestimated when trying to develop
foreign branch offices or subsidiaries?
Weber: Different cultures,
particularly in countries outside
Europe. But companies are also becoming more aware that apart from
the hard location factors, such as
infrastructure and availability of a
suitable workforce, language and
culture must also be taken into consideration.

Gerhard Weber,
IHK Bonn/Rhein-Sieg

What is the best way to win the trust
of foreign business partners?
Weber: In countries outside the
EU, getting to know each other personally is often the
most important thing at first. For example, in China or
Vietnam it is customary to meet potential clients twice
or three times before starting to talk about business.
What does a company have to think about if it wants
to establish a presence abroad?
Weber: It is very important to find out if there is
sufficient availability of adequately trained and quali-

Success abroad with develoPPP.de
With the develoPPP.de programme, the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
funds companies who want to invest in developing
and threshold countries. Interested companies can
submit projects at four points in the year, and the
necessary documents and forms are available on the
Internet. Public funding amounts to a maximum of
200,000 euros, and the companies themselves have
to contribute at least 50 per cent of the total project
costs. Since 1999, more than 1,700 development
partnerships have been implemented in this way in
more than 100 countries throughout the world.

10

fied employees at the target location.
In India, China and Indonesia, there
are a lot of good engineers because
families place great emphasis on education for their children. But it is difficult to find well-trained technicians,
as no country outside Europe has established a dual system of education
and training as we have here. An additional problem is that some countries cannot really offer reliability as
regards the law. Laws exist, but they
are often very difficult, if not impossible, to enforce before the courts.

Where can companies gather initial information about conditions
abroad?
Weber: Initial information, support and help can
be obtained from the iXPOS portal for international
business, Germany Trade and Invest (gtai), Chambers
of Commerce Abroad (AHK) and foreign embassies.
There are also, in particular in the case of threshold
and developing countries, the EZ (development cooperation) scouts from the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. The regional
offices of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) are also good contact points.
What is the basis for long-term success abroad?
Weber: it is important to have local contacts
who can give feedback on whether you are on the
right track. But the most important thing is to have
a flexible strategy. You have to keep your eyes open,
see how things are developing, act with a great deal of
sensitivity and generally have a great deal of patience.

www.developpp.de

AHEEEHAPAPKHGMJCLHIKBPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEHFCBHFHIHBDAPBNFFFNB
IFDPHMFEPGCELHMGFKPJAJCPFDFEB
GIANBFFHFPAHAGCAICMHKJBKOHNNI
KNILICFHEIPEMEKJAKCKPJGPODNBI
MFFNNFEHBAKPNBBGCFLNAHFHAHNAB
APBBBPAPEIMAHCOKPIPMBFGGBCNGN
HHHHHHHPPPHPPHHPHHPHPPPPHPPHH
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New hydrogen filling
stations for NRW
Eight hydrogen filling stations – of which six are new – are
to be in operation in North Rhine-Westphalia by the end of
2015. As part of a network of 50 such stations in Germany,
they will ease entry into the world of fuel cell vehicle mobility.

T

his was the message of the Clean Energy Partnership (CEP) on the occasion of the 14th annual
meeting of the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Network
NRW of EnergyAgency.NRW, which took place with
just under 200 participants in Düsseldorf. The CEP is
concerned with trialling fuel cell vehicles for everyday
use within the national Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology innovation programme and also coordinates
the development of hydrogen station infrastructure.
NRW Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel was presented with a map showing the planned
locations in NRW by CEP spokesman, Patrick Schnell.
One station in Düsseldorf is already in operation (Air
Liquide) and in Hürth (bus filling station, Stadtwerke
Hürth and Brühl). The new locations are in Aachen
(Air Liquide), Düsseldorf-Süd (Air Liquide), Cologn/
Bonn Airport (Total/Linde), Westkreuz Cologne (Air
Liquide), Münster (Westfalen) and Wuppertal (Shell).

innovation & energy 1 | 2015

Minister Remmel: “Hydrogen as a storage medium and a fuel creates a link between the energy
and transport sectors. It allows emission-free mobility. I am therefore convinced that fuel cell vehicles will
make an important contribution to solving the climate
and emission problems caused by transport and at the
same time will advance development of renewable energies. The eight filling stations in NRW are the starting point for further extension of the infrastructure.”

AHEEEHAPJBMGBOMJLCLCEDMMNEKNEPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKAOEKJLAGFCAHEOEGIGEPBNFFFNB
NAGENCFMJKMCEPBJGEBMBBOJIEGDMNLLKMGEO
JDAOGAFKJGKOHGNMPMKOBOEODFECLMBODHBBD
DMKEHFFJLLIJILHHPOMBMPPOHBOIGNKOOAFMB
MNPEKJFKHBKANPCHPOKCEFMIFOEOFEPLFGIPO
JOGKLFFOMFAJJEBPIBFHKOCPDPMNIPFNLCDFD
EFNNFNEPCBDPBCGDMIAGBCBLOHIGAHFHAIDFJ
APBBBPAPIPDIJIPJHGMGHJMOOOGLBEBEBAMBP
HHHHHHHPPPHHPPHHHHPPPPHHPHHPPPPHPPHHH

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
brennstoffzelle
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Electric trucks – where are
the manufacturers?
Electrification of vehicle drive systems is also an important theme for the logistics sector going forward. Prof. Dr. Karl-Georg Steffens, founder of the Institute
for Post-fossil Logistics (PFL) in Münster, answers some important questions.
Transportation of goods by road, electromobility and climate protection – how do
they work together?
Steffens: Transportation of goods by
road in NRW is responsible for around a
quarter of CO2 traffic emission, with trucks
and vans causing a high level of local pollution (NOx, fine dust, noise), especially
in densely-populated areas. In view of the
expected rise in goods vehicle traffic it is
clear that the logistics sector is an important area as regards climate protection.
Improvement in the efficiency of internal
combustion engines, transfer of goods
transportation to the railways or use of
alternative fuels will not be sufficient to
reduce emissions to the necessary extent.
This is why electrification of road freight
transport has been a subject which has attracted a great deal of attention for some
considerable time. In particular, shortdistance transportation in inner cities and
towns consumes disproportionately large
quantities of fossil fuels. Electric vehicles,
Prof. Dr. Karl-Georg Steffens

12

in so far as they draw their energy from
renewable energy sources, are emissionfree and do not give rise to any pollution.
They are also extremely quiet.

So would you say that more electric trucks
will soon be a familiar sight in towns and in
the countryside?
Steffens: At the moment, I don’t yet
see that as likely. At least not in large numbers. But of course there are different rea-

Engine

Inductive
charging
station

Battery

sons and requirements for goods traffic.
Developers are therefore faced with many
different tasks and electric trucks can only
be operated economically if various framework conditions are fulfilled. In the area of
heavy goods vehicles, for example, there
are some individual pilot projects in order to test “trolley trucks” (with overhead
cable contact), that are fitted with hybrid
motors. At the moment, there is a desire
to drive forward development of electric
freight transport in the USA, where various manufacturers are already providing
mass-produced vehicles for delivery of
individual parcels in local urban areas, in
other words for travelling “the last mile”.
However, not all these companies are active in Europe. During our “zemi-sec” project, we tried to procure a fully-electric
heavy goods vehicle (7.5 tonnes) as a comparison vehicle for our own development
activities. However, because the company
Smith Electric withdrew from Europe, this
did not happen.

In NRW there are various projects concerned with the use of electric vehicles for
goods transport. What tasks do you see for
research and development in the future?
Steffens: The demand for environmentally-friendly logistics concepts will
continue to increase here in Germany. This
means that experience gathered in projects
with electric trucks like those in Dortmund
and Eschweiler can be used to optimise the
vehicles further. And in addition to these

Traction sensor

conventional vehicles which have been
adapted and fitted with electric drives, there
will be demand for development of new
types of vehicles. In our “zemi-sec” project,
which is being funded within the NRW competition “ElektroMobil.NRW up to 2015”, we
have developed a vehicle powered solely by
electricity, which also has a self-driven electrically powered trailer for local deliveries.
The overall development concept is focussing on achieving usable driving distances
in combination with sufficiently high load
volumes. This should ensure the suitability
of vehicles for everyday operation, enabling
useful delivery rounds and fulfilling the requirements of the customers of Schenker
Deutschland AG. Following initial trials in Cologne, the tractor unit and trailer are now to
be prepared for use in other areas.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
18602

AHEEEHAPHAIILKBNNCFIFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBKELJHAHNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NCBBBBFFJBLKNJEEPPHOPPIFAKJOD
DLGGBHFJCOMMDOCPDAKKAAJPLKHBC
HAMICHFLJKDJCNLAFPJLHHIELCHKK
MFNNNNEPAFLGNJOFCHBIAHFHAKHGC
APBBBPAPAIGHLDDLKJGICHFDEBHEP
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPHPPHPPPHHPHPHPP
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Funding of European
solar projects
SOLAR-ERA.NET has launched a competition in order
to promote cooperation between the European regions in the areas of photovoltaics and solar-thermal
power plants. Ideas for projects can be submitted
up to 27 March 2015. Both companies and research
institutions can take part.

F

unding agencies from 20 European countries and
regions work within SOLAR-ERA.NET. The aim of
the platform, which is in turn funded by the EU,
is to encourage international exchange of information
and to synchronise national and regional funding programmes for solar energy. SOLAR-ERA.NET started
working in 2012. The region of NRW is represented by
the project organiser ETN which is supported by the
cluster EnergyResearch.NRW.
One main focus of the work is the initiation of
supra-regional innovation projects, which are intended to strengthen the European solar industry,
which is subject to intense international competition. Once a year, within the framework of SOLARERA.NET, there is a call for projects on the important themes of photovoltaics and solar-thermal
power plants, with the focus on application-orientated research and development. An international panel of assessors evaluates the submissions,
along with the regional project organisers. This
ensures the high quality of the projects that are
funded. More than 100 project drafts were submitted in the two competition rounds that have already
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been carried out. Around 12 million euros are available for each round.
The cross-border research and development
projects are funded by the participating countries
and regions. Up to now, there have been two international invitations
to tender for project
funding, in which the
players from North
Rhine-Westphalia enjoyed great success. During the last tender round, the
jury proposed three international projects for funding
in which NRW was a participant: one project for photovoltaic systems integrated into buildings and two projects from the field of solar-thermal power plants. The
NRW Science Ministry supports the participants from
the region with a total of 500,000 euros. The coming
3rd competition within the framework of SOLAR-ERA.
NET will be supported by the Ministry of Climate Protection and Environment of North Rhine-Westphalia.
Further information on SOLAR-ERA.NET and on
international invitations to tender for funding can be
found at www.solar-era.net.
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Brick by brick,
building the
windmill
Progress is needed for the future – or at least development. Therefore development of wind turbines does not
stand still. The Drössler Group, headquartered in Siegen,
wants to contribute to the growth of the wind energy
sector with a “modular wind energy tower”.

T

he VENTUR wind turbine consists of
an octagonal tower system of flatfaced, trapezoidal elements of prestressed concrete. These wall elements,
which are around ten meters high, are
placed on top of each other with a 5-metre
vertical offset, resulting in a tower which
tapers towards the top. Hub heights of
between 120 and 200 metres can be
achieved with the system.
Since beginning tower development
in 2009, the company has consciously
focussed on a light form of construction.
The benefits can be found in the areas of
transport, handling and assembly and also
in production, which means that the towers can be built fast and cost-effectively no
matter where. The use of prestressed concrete means that there is no great dependence on individual commodities, which
leads to good price stability and means
that the towers pay for themselves within a
short time. As an additional advantage, the
prestressed construction prevents formation of cracks. The patented adapter can
also create the transition to a round steel
tube tower, for efficient “hybrid” construction. At the same time, the adapter forms
the carrier for the prestressed cables. No
special means of transport are needed for
the wall elements of the VENTUR tower
system. The prefabricated parts, either
lying or standing, are delivered to the construction site by standard transportation
vehicles.

14

The simple design and the low weight
of the elements are also real benefits when
the tower is erected. Cost-effective and
readily-available cranes with lifting capacities from 250 to 500 tonnes are sufficient
in order to build the tower. And because the
tower does not have to be pre-assembled
on the ground, and therefore a great deal of
space is not required, more flexible use of
the construction site is possible. The climbing formwork system with laterally offset
installation of the wall elements has the
advantage that the tower can be erected
directly from the truck. Logistics when it
comes to the individual elements is smooth
and simple, as special transport is only required for the adapter, as a wide load. Following completion of the foundation and
construction of the lowest level of the tower, the wall elements are mounted from the
outside, leaving jointing gaps. Extensions
in the upper part and recesses in the lower
part of each element ensure secure interlocking and connection. As construction
progresses, the two-part adapter is fixed
firmly to the concrete shaft. The adapter
ends with a traditional steel flange, providing a seat for the steel tube elements.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
windkraft

AHEEEHAPDNLKJKGODKFNOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNGEOBHIOMPBGIPBNFFFNB
NBKPJNFAFMMGBGKNHHLKFGMIKKNDH
GJGHEJFAJGOJBGBBNNKKJEAHLCOEL
PCCIDBFDFPDKLDHFHFNJIOKCLAFPI
MFFFFNEHJHIDJPOAGHCIAHFHAKDLG
APBBBPAPOCPJDJBODBCBDCFDEJOBG
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“WERAN” –
airspace and the
Energiewende

D

o wind turbines endanger flight safety because
they influence radar installations? A new measuring system from Physikalisch Technische
Bundesanstalt Braunschweig und Berlin (PTB) - Germany’s national metrology institute – and the company
FCS Flight Calibration Services GmbH is to clarify this
issue as early as the planning approval phase.
Conflicts can sometimes arise between the results of the energy turnaround (Energiewende) and
flight safety: radar waves are dissipated if they meet a
large number of rotor blades in an extensive wind farm.
This can overlay the useful data to such an extent that
the sensor delivers incorrect information. The reason
is that simulation of the spread of the waves is based
on a large number of suppositions which up to now
have not been capable of verification by means of
measurement. As a result, evaluation of the interactions between radar waves and wind turbines has up
to now not been sufficiently precise, which means that
some wind energy projects are “on ice”. This is where
the new measuring system is intended to help. It can

supply the basic data for simulation models and help
experts to create more reliable forecasts for approval
authorities through improved modelling.
The “WERAN” project to investigate the interactions between wind turbines and terrestrial navigation/
radar was launched in October 2013 under the auspices
of the PTB. A jointly-developed antenna and receiver
system is at the heart of the technology. A miniaturised
version of the system has now been mounted on an octocopter – a mini helicopter around 80 centimetres wide
and with eight rotors. The sensor could be used on such
octocopters in future in places where wind farms already
exist or are planned, supplying data on field strength and
changed signal content. The actual coordinates can be
freely selected and the observations can be performed
over unlimited periods of time. In a first step, researchers want to record measurements of the time-related
changes to the electromagnetic wave spread caused by
wind turbines, and to analyse these and integrate them
into creating models for the electromagnetic transmission channel which are as simple as possible.

Assessment reports on air traffic and wind turbines

I

n November 2014, Prof. Ulrich Battis, an expert in
constitutional and administrative law, presented a
report on the significance of the erection prohibition
under §18a of the German Air Traffic Act for the planning approval of wind turbines. This report was commissioned by the German Wind Energy Association (BWE)
and EnergyAgency.NRW and can be called up on their
websites. The report considers in detail the legal assessment of the planning considerations and handling
of the needs of flight safety in approval procedures in
cases where there is conflict between wind energy and
the navigation equipment of Deutsche Flugsicherung
GmbH, responsible for air traffic control in Germany.
“Deutsche Flugsicherung operates around 60
radio navigation installations all over Germany, and
one sixth of these are in North Rhine-Westphalia. The
installations are for the most part located in areas
which, because of their favourable wind conditions,
are particularly suitable for wind turbines. Conflicts regarding use arise from this, and also from the turbine
protection zones, which were extended in 2009 from
three kilometres around the locations of the omnidirectional radio beacons, to 15 kilometres. However,
these conflicts can be resolved. “The report, which
was jointly commissioned by ourselves, indicates the
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legal path that has to be followed,” says Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, Director of EnergyAgency.NRW. “The
report shows that Paragraph 18a of the German Air
Traffic Act offers scope to handle the matter of air traffic safety in an appropriate way” says Klaus Schulze
Langenhorst, Vice-President of the German Wind Energy Association. This freedom could be used. Precisely because a forecast-based decision is involved
which has a considerable impact on investment in Germany worth billions, it is important that the decision is
not made by Deutsche Flugsicherung virtually alone,
as a private company with contrary business interests. “It is very necessary that the air traffic authorities check the affected projects carefully and that the
approval authorities can make well-founded decisions.
The report makes it clear that this is normal practice
when it comes to military flight safety and that it is also
possible in the case of civil flight control. This means
that many existing conflicts can be resolved,” says
Schulze Langenhorst.
AHEEEHAPDNLKJKGODKFNOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNGEOBHIOMPBGIPBNFFFNB
NBKPJNFAFMMGBGKNHHLKFGMIKKNDH
GJGHEJFAJGOJBGBBNNKKJEAHLCOEL
PCCIDBFDFPDKLDHFHFNJIOKCLAFPI
MFFFFNEHJHIDJPOAGHCIAHFHAKDLG
APBBBPAPOCPJDJBODBCBDCFDEJOBG
HHHHHHHPPHPPPHPPPHPHPHHPHPHPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/windkraft and
www.wind-energie.de
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Street lighting: Dormagen backs LED
and contracting

I

t‘s likely that many towns and municipalities in NRW will soon be faced with a financial tour de force to be accomplished
in an ambitiously short time, thanks to the
prohibition applying throughout the EU
as from April 2015 on the sale of mercury-vapour lamps. The town of Dormagen
has acted with foresight and already taken
two important steps in the right direction.
The first was in the 2007 to 2008 period,
when Dormagen initiated energy-saving
contracting in the field of street lighting. To
exploit other existing savings potentials,
as in the first project, Dormagen‘s technical utilities co-opted EnergyAgency.NRW
as a consultant, in a second step taken in
2013. The advisory talks disclosed that financial contracting would be the correct
choice for the replacement of the illuminants in around 4,000 of the town‘s total
of some 9,000 streetlights. In all, 4,045
LED lamps were supplied pre-financed to
Dormagen, starting in early 2014, under
the financial contracting agreement made
with LUXSAR GmbH toward the end of
December 2013. Since March 2014, the
utilities department‘s employees have
been fitting the LED lamps supplied at
the rate of around 2,000 per year. After

completion of conversion, the contractually agreed monthly electricity-cost savings will amount to at least 7,425 euros,
assuming an electricity-price level remaining relatively constant on a 2013 basis. A
contractually agreed energy-savings guarantee specifies that promised savings not
achieved are to be borne by the contractor.
On the assumption of an annual increase in electricity prices by 3 per cent,
the calculated savings - taking account of
the two-year conversion period - amount,
for the March 2014 to end of 2020 period,
to around 436,000 euros (net) compared
to continued operation using sodium-vapour illuminants.

AHEEEHAPKGAEDFFKDKFJOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEDIKBPNHIHBHBPBNFFFNB
MHODFDFMAFLKIFNLEEPCNGFKCCPDO
PKJGMDFGLAPBOGLHOPKENGDHLEKEJ
HLAEADFGOAJKIHIMKJJIJOOGLBMPN
MNNNNFEHCGIFNODAPABAAHFHACBDH
APBBBPAPCINJBLMIBJKGHCHDEPKFA
HHHHHHHPPPHPHPPPPPPHHHHHHPPPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
contracting

Weeze-based company develops
trailer for 900 kg of hydrogen

U

nder the heading of “The virtual hydrogen pipeline”, Wystrach GmbH,
of Weeze, has unveiled the latest
generation of its hydrogen trailers, These
can transport around 900 kg of gaseous
hydrogen, around three times as much as
conventional steel-tank trailers.
Significantly lower weight (weight
savings: 8 tonnes) and the possibility of
a two-axle chassis, are the main benefits
of the company‘s continuing development activities. One important reason for
these weight savings is the use of Type IV
composite tanks instead of a steel cylinder battery. A filling pressure of 250/300
bar has now also been achieved. The su-
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perstructure (container) can be detached
from the chassis, which would also make it
possible to leave the container at the customer‘s. Official approval has already been
obtained, and Wystrach GmbH, with the
support of the tank manufacturer, xperion Energy & Environment GmbH, has now
handed over the first container to its customer, Westfalen AG.
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Light ducts bring sunlight to
the supermarket

K

aiser‘s newly opened (April 2014) shop in Oberhausen impresses not only with its range of
retail products, it also has some remarkable
energy-efficiency features: it consciously backs the
use of daylight illumination, with twenty-two daylight
skylights for its just on 1,000 m2 sales area. This is
all the more notable in view of the fact that the use of
daylight has up to now been considered problematical
in food retailing and in highly energy-efficient properties (HEE OB). The daylight is routed into the shop via
“light ducts”.
A total of twenty-two daylight elements manufactured by Sunoptics are distributed across the entire
sales area. They act like ceiling-mounted lights and,
thanks to their beam angle and carefully calculated
positioning, assure complete illumination of the shop
space. The challenge to the lighting engineers consisted of the shop‘s roof structure, comprising wooden
A-frames (nailed trusses). It was necessary to install a
suspended ceiling. The solution to permit utilisation of
daylight is achieved by means of light ducts of some
2.20 m in length, extending from the roof to the shop
area below the suspended ceiling. Since the cavity
between the roof boards and the suspended ceiling
is not heated, the walls of the light ducts feature builtin 6 cm thick thermal insulation, internally lined with
highly reflective material (98 per cent reflection). A
further diffuser plate is positioned in the ceiling grid
to complete the system.
An LED lighting system is switched in automatically if daylight is insufficient on cloudy days and dur-

AHEEEHAPEBOMGPOOOIHEJKHCJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIOBLMDMGIGMGIGNGMPBNFFFNB
NFJCMHFBGAGECAJODMPFIFNHCCDGMAFLB
MNAGEPFLKPKICMGHLNNONKKNAFCKLPNFD
GHAOLMFGMJDJONOBFKOHOKFCAJGBHNJIN
KPLBEBFDGBCIMGLPOACLJKDGGHLFPGLLI
MFNNNFEHIKEEGBCOHINDCFLLAHFHAFJFD
APBBBPAPKABNFNGDGOMLLKHJEHDAADNLF
HHHHHHHPPHPPHPPHPHHPPHPPHPHHHPPHP
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ing the dark weeks of autumn and winter. Initial experience - according to the shop management - has been
entirely positive, both for Kaiser‘s employees and its
customers.
The Sunoptics daylight skylights are
also suitable for use in highly energy-efficient Passive House food retailing shops, as
is illustrated by an example of a discountmarket in Hanover, where these skylights
are also used. This shop meets Passive
House standards, and also the conditions
for the German Sustainable Building Council
(DGNB) Gold Certificate.

Information:
goedecke@energieagentur.nrw.de
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KlimaKita.NRW

NRW children‘s
day centre
competition
“Lots of little people in lots of little places,
doing lots of little things, can change the
face of the Earth”, as an African proverb
puts it. To help in also changing attitudes
to climate protection, EnergyAgency.NRW
is aiming to awaken awareness of responsible behaviour with nature in even the very
smallest members of society. A competition in which ideas on climate protection
in children‘s day centres in NRW are rewarded has therefore been initiated. Kitted
out with an extensive package of materials and opportunities for further training,
these centres can now examine through
play the topics of renewable energy, energy-efficiency and climate protection, and

create their own climate-protection project. The competition started in December,
2014. Its patron is NRW Climate Protection
Minister Johannes Remmel, who will hand
over the awards and prizes for the participating day centres in the autumn of 2015.
EnergyAgency.NRW is assisting daycentre employees in NRW in setting up or
expanding climate-protection campaigns
and projects at their centres. The agency
will kick off the climate-protection competition with a range of activities intended to
help competition participants.
Children‘s day centres in NRW that
register by 2 March 2015 and implement
a climate-protection project during 2015
are eligible to participate. Centres which
submit a report or interim report on their
activities by 1 September 2015 also have a
chance of winning up to 1,500 euros.

Computing centre efficiency

Siegen University keeps
a cool head

T

he principle of power+heat+cooling
trigeneration has been in successful use at the University of Siegen
since the completion of the new computing centre (the “New Data Center”) three
years ago.
The previous computing centre had
long reached its capacity limits, and the
safety and, in particular, fire-safety, standards of the building were no longer stateof-the-art. The university decided on a
new centre conceived entirely in line with
the current Green IT trend. In other words:
special importance was assigned to reducing energy consumption and emissions.
At many earlier computing centres,
around 50 per cent of the power fed from
the grid is required for server operation.
The remaining 50 per cent is consumed
primarily for cooling of the servers and for
the uninterruptable power supply (UPS).
The greatest potential for energy savings
can be found in such systems in the cooling arrangements, which consume almost
exactly as much energy as the servers
themselves. Trigeneration makes the operation of such systems both environmentally friendly and economically efficient.
For this reason, a natural-gas-fired
cogeneration (CHP) plant unit with an

electrical output of 390 kW generates the
power needed at Siegen. Electricity surpluses are fed into the university‘s power
grid. In summer, the waste-heat from the
CHP unit is converted by means of an absorption refrigeration system with a cooling capacity of 300 kW into cooling energy,
which is then routed to the servers. In winter, when the data centre can be cooled using cold outdoor air, the waste-heat is used
to boost on-campus building heating.
The so-called “PUE” (Power Usage Effectiveness) rating states just how energyefficiently a computing centre operates. It
relates total energy consumed to the energy
take-up of the IT hardware. Figures of 2.0
are perfectly normal in existing computing
centres. But in Siegen‘s New Data Center,
trigeneration makes it possible to target figures of 1.2 to 1.3. Trigeneration as practised
at Siegen is also suitable for use in many other computing centres. And this technology
can also be integrated into numerous other
processes which require cooling: good examples can be found in foodstuffs-industry
processes and, in particular, in the chemicals and pharmaceuticals industries.

www.kwk-für-nrw.de

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/klimakita
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Start power saving - now!

“Stromspar-Check” to
combat energy poverty
Out with those old power gluttons! Power-saving helpers unscrew incandescent bulbs and put in energy-saving types instead.

T

hey connect electrical appliances to switchable
multi-socket power strips, and install watersaving shower heads in the bathroom. All these
are simple instant remedies - to get started right now
on saving energy. They can even help by providing a
voucher for a grant toward a new energy-saving refrigerator to replace your old, energy-inefficient one. Rising electricity prices are causing financial difficulties
for many households, a problem that is now affecting
more and more people in NRW, too. The Germanywide “Stromspar-Check PLUS” power-saving initiative,
along with “NRW combats energy poverty”, offers tangible help for people in this situation. Both projects are
supported or co-ordinated by EnergyAgency.NRW in
an advisory capacity, and provide free-of-charge energy advice to affected households. So-called powersaving helpers are deployed. They visit households,
and firstly perform an assessment, check energy bills,
examine the electrical appliances and their use in the
household, and then provide tips on saving energy. On
a second visit, they bring with them useful instant remedies, such as energy-saving bulbs, switchable socket
strips, refrigerator thermometers and time switches,
totalling around 70 euros in value.
The power-saving helpers also talk with clients on
how they can reduce their energy costs by modifying
their behaviour: user behaviour is an important factor.
“Many people who are hit by energy poverty are, for
example, not aware that long showers consume a very
large amount of power if electricity is used to generate hot water. So there is scope here for systematic
savings,” notes Barbara Skindziel, by way of example.
She is the co-ordinator of the energy-saving service of
the “Caritasverband” charitable organisation in Dortmund. Caritas has been participating in these projects
since early 2009, and has already held a total of more
than 12,000 advisory meetings in Dortmund.
The advisors also have an eye on heat and heating systems. Here, too, aware user behaviour is decisive. “The advisors provide tips on correct heating
and ventilation of living space. This advice alone, and
the improved user behaviour resulting, can often save
more than 20 per cent of heating costs,” Skindziel continues. The amount of anticipated savings can in some
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cases even be predicted. When bulbs are replaced, for
example, the advisor can use a data-base to calculate
precisely what savings will result. Other methods are
necessary to determine the benefits of improved user
behaviour, however. This requires a third visit to the
household, as is already taking place in Dortmund and
a number of other cities. This visit occurs around a
year after the advisory talk, and involves comparison
of the latest bills against the old ones. “The savings
originally calculated are usually bettered by a good
margin, because improved user behaviour then has a
significant influence,” explains Skindziel. One partici-

Power-saving
helpers provide
valuable tips

pating single-person household, for example, saved
1081 kWh, and thus 302 euros, in a year. This made
it possible to reduce monthly prepayments from 61
to 36 euros.
The power-saving helpers are already under way
at thirty-four locations in around 250 towns and municipalities in North Rhine-Westphalia. Expansion of
this scheme is targeted, and further municipalities and
associations are cordially invited to participate in this
project in 2015.

www.stromspar-check.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPNCHELGCJDMBKNMGEJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBOFGNLMKBKIGIKELIPBNFFFNB
JDJKHNFJDJNDAMHADDJODDGBNFMDHJDIO
GDNFKAFHBILJKBINFILDJKHMJIGPGGNFH
BCHILJFEBCGJDMJOKAKHNEFJONHPHJLAP
MIMPJBFGHOBAICGOFDHAGILHGIGAGBNIH
MNNNNFEHDHMEEEDDGMFPHDCGAHFHAMLBH
APBBBPAPGNCDPODAAHFDJOFKHEBEBBNDP
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHPHHPPHPHHPHPHPHHPPH
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New ﬂue-gas limits
imposed on operators

N

ew flue-gas limits for biomass heating systems
apply as from 1 January 2015. New centralheating systems with automatic fuel feed installed as from 1.1.2015 are required to meet lower
limits, of 0.02 g/m³ for particulates, for example, and
0.4 g of carbon monoxide per m³ of flue gas, with periodic inspections performed during system operation
every two years. Split-log heating systems only have
to meet these limits from 2017 onward. Longer adjustment periods apply to existing installations.
The 1st Ordinance on Small- and Medium-Sized
Combustion Systems for implementation of the Fed-

20

eral Prevention of Pollution Act (1. BImSchV) was
amended in 2010 with the aim of reducing emissions
of fine particulates. The ordinance applies to systems
not subject to mandatory approval and using standard fuels, such as wood, wood chips, pellets and briquettes with outputs of 4 to 1,000 kW. The amendment lowers in two stages, in particular, the limits for
particulates and carbon monoxide (CO) for wood-fired
boilers.
Biomass-based environmental and climate-protection is possible without difficulty provided modern
and technically correct combustion systems featuring
high efficiencies and low-emissions combustion are
used for wood-fuelled heating. Pellet-based heating
systems will probably meet the new limits. The operators of systems that use fuels of more greatly fluctuating quality, such as wood chips, for example, will need
to implement optimum conditions for low-emissions
operation, however.
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A grant or a loan for
more district
heating

T

he state government, in dialogue with the corresponding corporate and municipal players,
is currently developing two new funding instruments, aimed at companies, in order to exploit
as exhaustively as possible the enormous potential
of cogeneration in North Rhine-Westphalia.

Firstly: Loan funding via the
energy-infrastructure funds
These funds are to be established, with the integration of ERDF funds, as a new loan source from
the NRW.BANK. Low-interest loans with long pay-back
times are to be provided from it for district-heating
projects and also, in particular, for new district heating grids.

Secondly: Grant-based funding
via a new funding directive
The funding directive was published in December
2014, and is also sourced from ERDF funds, inter alia.
It can be used as a basis for funding systems, either
under the DeMinimis Ordinance, or under the General
Block Exemption Regulation (GBER). For projects initiated via co-financing under GBER, available funding
may be up to 65 per cent of the eligible expenditure,
depending on the results of a cost-efficiency analysis.
Both instruments augment the already existing
funding of CHP installations and serve to promote
the future-safe expansion of heating and cooling networks, including the appurtenant systems and equipment for distribution and transmission of district heating and cooling. Provisions for boosting of system
energy-efficiency can also receive financial support.
Further information: www.progres.nrw.de

Hydropower at
13 locations
Potential hydropower sites reconcile power generation and
water protection

T

he Arnsberg regional government recently unveiled a list of thirteen potential locations for
the use of hydropower and illustrated, by means
of brief outlines, how this can succeed at these locations. “The potential locations in the Arnsberg region
demonstrate that the expansion of hydropower without detriment to surface water is possible. In designating these potentials, we anticipate an impulse for
the expansion of hydropower in South Westphalia and
beyond,” notes Philipp Hawlitzky, director of the Interessengemeinschaft Wassernutzung NRW water-users
interest group and the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Wasserkraftwerke NRW e.V. hydropower plant workgroup.
The potentials designated primarily take the form
of weirs at which the utilisation of hydropower could
be reactivated. The list also features completely new
locations, however. All locations have been selected
on the basis of the results of a study commissioned
by the authority into “Determination of the exploitable
residual potential for hydropower within the Arnsberg
regional government territory”. “The locations selected can be found, above all, in the drainage basin of
the River Ruhr. There is also a whole series of other
ecologically safe locations, which could be developed
using innovative and fish-friendly technologies and approaches, on the other rivers in the territory of the
Arnsberg regional government. So there are still further options open for the future expansion of hydropower,” Hawlitzky concludes.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18557
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18.2.-29.3.2015

Car Abstinence
2015
How can everyday personal mobility be
made more environmentally friendly?
To find an answer, the Catholic diocesan
council of the Aachen diocese, in cooperation with EnergyAgency.NRW, invites
participation in the 2015 Car Abstinence
campaign. The organisers aim during Lent
to encourage people to obtain, at a range
of events, information on climate-friendly
transport alternatives. Two energy excursions, in Aachen and Krefeld, are being
held, among other attractions, during the
campaign from 18.2. to 29.3.2015. NRW
Climate Protection Minister Johannes
Remmel is the patron of the Aachen Car
Abstinence campaign. Further information: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/kraftstoffe

NRW stand for interested companies from
the state‘s composites industry. The joint
“Lightweight Construction NRW” stand
is to be repeated, following North RhineWestphalia‘s successful previous appearances and the positive response by NRW
exhibitors.

18.3.2015
5.3.2015

9th Steinfurt
bioenergy
conference
EnergyAgency.NRW, in cooperation with
the Münster University of Applied Sciences and the County of Steinfurt, invites participation at the 9th Steinfurt Bioenergy
Conference on 5 March 2015. The event
will provide information on strategies and
action on how a “Heat turnaround in rural
regions” might look, what opportunities
and potentials it offers, and its strategic
importance for the energy turnaround as
a whole.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18558

10-12.3.2015

JEC Composites
Show 2015
EnergyAgency.NRW will in 2015 again
have a presence at the JEC Composites
Show in Paris. In cooperation with NRW.
International GmbH and the Plastics.NRW
and NanoMicroMaterialsPhotonics.NRW
clusters, and also the Cologne Chamber
of Commerce, EnergyAgency.NRW will
provide a showcase platform on the joint
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7th South
Westphalia Energy
Day in Soest
The South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences, Soest, cordially invites
participants to the 7th South Westphalia
Energy Day, organised jointly with EnergyAgency.NRW and the NRW Chambers of
Commerce and to be held on Wednesday,
18 March 2015. The focus of the event will
be on the efficient and rational-cost generation of heat and power in CHP installations, wind energy and modern energy
services. The conference‘s contents will be
aimed at specialist and managerial staff
working in private companies, municipalities, agriculture and forestry, and also interested private persons. Information on
the conference agenda and registration
can be found in the Internet at www.fhswf.de/energietag. Participation is freeof-charge, and registration is possible up
to 10 March.

13-17.4.2015

Hanover Trade Fair
The exhibitors at the leading energy fair
will be showcasing technologies and solutions for the transformation of the world‘s
energy systems at the upcoming Hanover Trade Fair from 13 to 17 April 2015.
For 2015, India is the partner country for
this, the world‘s most important industrial
trade fair. NRW‘s climate and environmental ministry will again be present, with EnergyAgency.NRW and the EnergyRegion.
NRW and EnergyResearch.NRW clusters.
Some twenty companies and scientific institutions will be spotlighting future-orientated solutions for the shaping of the new
energy system and climate protection to
interested specialist visitors on the just on
700 m2 “Future Energies NRW” joint stand
in Hall 27. This stand will represent the entire energy-economy value chain: from energy generation, supply, transmission and
distribution up to and including transformation and storage.
Internet: www.hannovermesse.de
and www.energieregion.nrw.de and www.
cef.nrw.de

27.4.2015

Battery Day in
Aachen
Battery Day NRW is to be held under the
patronage of NRW Economics Minister
Schulze at Aachen‘s Eurogress on 27 April
2015. It will take the form of a showcase
for battery technology and utilisation in
NRW. The Haus der Technik (HDT) technical publishing house is organising the
event jointly with EnergyAgency.NRW
and the NanoMicroMaterialsPhotonics.
NRW cluster.
The focus will be, in particular, on the
further evolution of lithium-ion batteries
for use in electrical vehicles (electromobility). Special attention is being devoted here to optimisation of performance,
service-life and safety. The international
“Power Plant Battery” symposium will be
held subsequently, on 28-29 April 2015.
Further information: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/kraftstoffe
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New VDI rules for
wood-fired heating

G

enerally recognised planning instruments
will soon be available, in the form of VDI 6012
Code, Part 2.1, “Regenerative and decentralised energy systems for buildings; Thermal systems;
Biomass combustion systems” and VDI 3464, “Stor-

age of wood pellets consumer‘s premises - Requirements for the storage facility and for the production
and delivery of pellets on health and safety criteria”.
VDI 6012, Part 2.1 applies to biomass-fired
heating boilers and provides, among other things,
recommendations for use for multi-boiler installations and the integration of buffer storage facilities,
with a principal focus on pellet systems. Also available is information on operators‘ obligations and
notes on the servicing and maintenance of heating systems. Fire and other safety systems are
also covered. The code section is rounded off by
notes on the necessary suitability certificates and
on markings for biomass boilers. Code VDI 3464
discusses in more detail the aspects which need
to be noted for delivery and storage of wood pellets. They are a rational augmentation of the abovementioned code.
Both codes are planned for publication in the first
half of 2015.

New energy-efficiency centre

A

new energy-efficiency centre - EEZ - is currently
under construction in Bochum. It will focus key
components in the field of climate-protection
and the energy turnaround. “NRW has developed into
an internationally respected location precisely in the
fields of energy-efficiency and the use of renewable
energy. The new EEZ will be the cradle for young enterprises orientated around the future viability of our
society. The high capabilities and innovative powers
of these new companies are both characteristic and
definitive of climate-protection Made in NRW,” noted
Environment Minister Johannes Remmel, who visited
the EEZ during his Future Energy tour.
The EEZ will group together under one roof companies and new enterprises working in the fields of
energy-efficient building, living and modernisation,
energy-efficient and resources-conserving production, and also mobility. The companies based here,
along with the Ruhr University Bochum, the Bochum
University of Applied Sciences and the GeothermalCenter, will also benefit from this fertile scientific environment.
The new energy-efficiency centre is being built
on a former industrial site. It will, in particular, attract
companies with rapidly growing space needs: the new
Gerthe South commercial park has been created in the
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immediate vicinity, providing a total of around 115,000
m2 of site area. The development of these sites is being subsidised by the State of NRW. “We as a state
are responsible for providing favourable conditions to
creative people for their work by making the necessary
infrastructure available to them. If we can then also
manage to concentrate a larger number of companies
or institutions in the field of efficiency technology at
an attractive location, we will have created favourable
conditions for the evolution of a stimulating environment for innovation,” Remmel concluded.
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interview

Five questions for federal Environment Minister Dr. Barbara Hendricks

Climate protection
– a task for all of us
Federal Minister for the Environment
Dr. Barbara Hendricks

Everyone now agrees
- climate-protection is
a task for everybody.
The list of players is correspondingly long, extending from large-scale
industry down to the
private household.

M

otto: Everyone can make their contribution. The municipalities, too,
are also, so to speak, in the “front
line”. They, as operators of energy-intensive facilities, such as swimming pools,
for example, are among the major energy
consumers. The federal government is
promoting municipal climate-protection
via the drafting of climate-protection
concepts, among other measures. A good
reason, therefore, to interview Dr. Barbara
Hendricks, the federal Environmental Minister, on the role of the municipalities...
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Dr. Hendricks, what, in the view of the federal government, is the importance of the
municipalities in climate protection?
Hendricks: The municipalities have
central importance for climate protection.
We will only be able to achieve our climate
protection targets if we can mobilise support and inspiration at municipal level, provide tangible support for them, use successes in municipal climate protection as
examples, and thus motivate even more
municipalities. Municipal climate protection is one of my core political aims. The
grouping of responsibilities for climate
protection, urban development and construction generates additional potentials.
We have, up to now, reached around 3,000
municipalities with the Municipal Directive
under the federal Environment Ministry‘s
national climate protection initiative, and
have been able to support some 6,000
projects with funding totalling around 160
million euros. That is no small success.
And we intend to build on it and expand
our support even further.
Germany is, of course, federally organised,
and the individual federal states occasionally indulge in viewpoints that diverge from
those of the federal government. Do you
consider yourself in line with the states on
climate protection in the municipalities?
Hendricks: The central government
and the states are all pulling in the same
direction precisely on municipal climate
protection. We are aware that the municipalities are important partners in achieving successful climate protection. It is, of
course, only natural that greatly differing
background conditions and circumstances exist for municipal climate protection in
the individual federal states. Some states
began at an extremely early stage to publi-

cise potentials for funding of municipal climate protection under the national climate
protection initiative, for example. The Service and Capability Center for Municipal
Climate Protection, which acts on behalf
of the federal environment ministry, also
interacts closely with the federal states,
and provides support for them. The current funding programme for municipalities
is, for instance, being publicised in every
federal state by means of an information
tour. This makes it possible to incorporate
developments at state level into planning.

The federal government provides - in the
case of emergency budget municipalities
- up to 95 per cent funding for the drafting
of municipal climate protection concepts.
What is the municipalities‘ response to this
instrument? Are there any regional differences?
Hendricks: The possibility of a higher funding rate enables financially weaker
municipalities to also take part in municipal climate protection. This is extremely
well received. Financially weaker municipalities currently make up around 16 per
cent of those involved in the drafting of
climate protection concepts and subconcepts. Between 2008 and 2014, a total of 18 per cent of German municipalities benefited from a higher funding rate
(of up to 95 per cent) under the Municipal
Directive, and drafted climate protection
concepts or sub-concepts despite their
difficult financial situations. Some have,
indeed, already appointed climate protection managers for the implementation of
these concepts.
How do you assess the funding of climate
protection concepts by the federal government - is this instrument really successful?
Hendricks: Drafting an integrated
climate protection concept or sub-concept enables the municipalities to record
the “actual situation” in terms of energy
consumption, efficiency potentials and the
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expansion of renewable energy sources.
Suitable procedures for implementation,
and specific time targets, are agreed on
this basis. The drafting of the concepts
is done in cooperation with experienced
service-providers, who objectively record
the starting situation in the municipalities
and are able to assess the existing potentials on the spot. The various local players are integrated into this process jointly
with the local councils. This transparent
and participation-orientated approach
provides optimum preparation for subsequent implementation.

How do German municipalities rank on an
international comparison?
Hendricks: German municipalities‘
high commitment to climate protection has
nothing to hide at international level. Along
with only a few other countries, such as
Sweden, Switzerland, and also Japan, for
example, Germany is among the front-runners in municipal climate protection. The
Municipal Directive, as part of the National
Climate Protection Initiative, provides an
appropriate range for every municipality in
Germany: from start-up advice, for initial
orientation, via drafting of a focused subconcept, an integrated climate protection
concept and the appointment of a climate
protection manager, up to and including
implementation of specific investments.
I am convinced of the correctness of the
motto, “Think globally, act locally” and I
will therefore be organising, jointly with
Herr Wenzel, the Environment Minister of
Lower Saxony, an international municipal
climate protection conference in Hanover
on 1 and 2 October 2015. This conference
will facilitate international interchange on
successful examples of municipal climate
protection and network municipalities and
regions committed to climate protection
around the globe.
This interview was conducted by Thomas
Reisz, EnergyAgency.NRW.
innovation & energy 1 | 2015

Impulses for
innovation

T

he break-up of E.ON shows that there is no way back to the
old world of the power giants, and that the Energiewende,
or energy turnaround, is making great strides forward. A
future-proof transformation of energy systems for the energy
turnaround will necessitate modernisation of the classical energy
industry. Energy research is confronted with the need to create
the essential preconditions for this. For this reason, the NRW state
government has, in the EnergyResearch.NRW promotion competition, initiated and financially supported projects that pursue, in
particular, scientific and technical questions on the efficient use
of energy. “Our outstanding energy-research infrastructure - a
tightly spun network of energy-research institutes and researchconducting companies - enables us in NRW to provide decisive
impulses for the energy turnaround. It is therefore our responsibility to develop technologies for the road to a ‘low-carbon society’.
This is not only a special challenge, it also gives us an opportunity
of strengthening our state in an environment of global competition,” emphasised NRW Science Minister Svenja Schulze at the
EnergyResearch.NRW competition status seminar.
Numerous players from all over North Rhine-Westphalia
responded to the call. A total of fifty-eight joint projects were
submitted, of which fourteen were approved. The participants
in the approved projects consist of small, medium-sized and
large-scale enterprises, along with universities and research
institutions: a total of 15 universities, 13 major companies, ten
small and medium-sized enterprises, plus two research institutions and two new and innovative companies are to receive
funding totalling 12.4 million euros. The projects supported focus primarily both on renewable energy sources, such as solar
power-plant technology and biological energy sources, and on
the optimisation of conventional power-generating plants. The
latter is accomplished by means, for example, of the use of new
materials, and by means of process simulation in energy technology and the energy economy. These research & development
projects support, in particular, the necessary close cooperation
between science and industry in North Rhine-Westphalia, which
is intended to generate economic impulses from new knowledge.
The concept of transfer and the strengthening of value chains
are the central focus of these initiatives. The EnergyResearch.
NRW cluster has, against this background, monitored and supported this competition.
The results achieved by the fourteen joint projects are illustrated in detail in the “EnergyResearch.NRW Competition.
Innovative energy technologies for tomorrow” brochure, which
can be downloaded from www.cef.nrw.de.
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made in nrw

NRW climate plan:
2015 milestones
It was almost exactly two years ago that the NRW state government initiated an up to that time unique participation process for
the drafting of the first climate-protection plan for North RhineWestphalia. The “Climate-protection plan NRW” project is now
entering its concluding phase.

I

t was the start of a long road when, in late 2012,
around 400 experts from associations, companies,
municipalities, science, churches, unions and other
social groupings began developing strategies and provisions for the reduction of greenhouse-gas emissions
and for adaptation to the inevitable consequences of
climate change in North Rhine-Westphalia. It passed
through not a few work-group and workshop meetings, which commented on, supplemented and developed further the strategies and provisions conceived
there at corporate and municipal congresses, several
citizens‘ round tables and public on-line participation.
Ultimately, numerous committed people have contributed their ideas for the first climate-protection plan in
this way. “A valuable know-how input, which the state
government has been using since mid-2014 to prepare the draft text for the first NRW climate protection plan,” comments Environment Minister Johannes
Remmel. “The suggestions and comments resulting
from the participation process have been validated,
and grouped or modified, in case of duplications, for
example, during drafting of the text,” Remmel continues. Some suggestions have not been taken up - but
always with good reason - in cases, for example, in
which a provision has already been tried, or where it

was know that a suggestion could not be implemented
under present-day boundary conditions.

Publication of climate plan
scheduled for 2015
Now – a good two years after the first meetings – the climate protection plan is set to leap the
final hurdles before it can be published and its proposals implemented. After a cabinet resolution, the
associations will firstly have the opportunity of expressing their response to the draft of the plan. This
will be resubmitted to the cabinet for final decision,
and the climate protection plan then presented to the
state parliament. “The climate protection plan marks
not only the introduction of a new style of politics, but
also opens up a new and important chapter in North
Rhine-Westphalia‘s climate protection policy. The climate protection plan, with its strategies and provisions, will provide the basis for the attainment of the
climate protection targets that we have set ourselves
for the years 2020 and 2050 in the Climate Protection
Act”. To remind readers: greenhouse-gas emissions in
North Rhine-Westphalia are to be reduced in accordance with the Climate Protection Act by 25 per cent by
the year 2020, compared to 1990, and by not less than
80 per cent by 2050. “And this will work only provided
all sectors make their highly ambitious contributions,”
Minister Remmel affirms. “The climate-protection
plan will provide them with powerful support, in the
form, among other things, of a series of projects for
further research into efficient technologies, and new
advisory and funding sources”.

For further information on the climate protection plan, visit: www.klimaschutz.nrw.de
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Interactive web
portal expanded
ENFOLIO, EnergyAgency.NRW‘s interactive web portal, has been expanded to include a Premium and a
Group function.

P

resentations, slides and graphics
on all facets of climate protection
and energy can now be managed
and edited in a separate closed area by
premium users and members of a group.
Group users can also share their contents
with other members of the group.
Premium and group users can set up
their personal area in such a way that all
contents added are displayed in a user-selected layout. It goes without saying that
users can continue to view and edited all
public ENFOLIO contents, and store them
in the public and/or in their protected
area. Because - the underlying concept
of ENFOLIO is: users should upload and
edited contents to and in ENFOLIO - and
thus generate new and additional useful
knowledge. Over time, this will create a
knowledge pool which can, for example,
be used in conference papers and talks
with customers. Users can thus make
their knowledge available to other users,
and ENFOLIO will thus become an information-swapping exchange. Work can then be
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organised more efficiently, making use of
existing knowledge.
All media contents on ENFOLIO can,
in principle, be used without restriction.
The group and premium function now also
makes ENFOLIO suitable as a tool to support and implement knowledge management - by assisting in the structuring and
preparation of “knowledge-bases” within
companies. Adherence to consistent rules
for the handling of image licences additionally eliminates the danger of infringement
of copyrights. This on-line service makes
presentations and graphics available and
editable any time, any place.
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Newsletter
Whether it’s energy saving tips, announcements of new funding programmes or climate protection projects – the editorial board of our free newsletter supplies up-to-date information every 14 days on everything to do with the subject
of energy for companies, local authorities and consumers. Subscription: www.energieagentur.nrw.de (Info & Service)

in a nutshell

Solar-thermal state NRW
Accompanied by EnergyAgen
cy.NRW, the state‘s Environment Minister Johannes Remmel recently visited Bosch
Solarthermie GmbH, of Wettringen, on his Future Energy tour.
This company is one of Germany‘s largest manufacturers
of flat-plate collectors, and also
produces, among other things,
solar storage tanks and control
units for solar installations and
solar stations. Solar-thermal
systems like those produced
by Bosch can meet a significant
portion of heat and hot-water
needs. Bosch Solarthermie GmbH has, among other achievements, definitively further developed an ultrasonic-welding
process, for which it holds the
patents. An innovative adhesive-bonding technique for the
collector housing has been developed in cooperation with the
Steinfurt campus of the Münster
University of Applied Sciences.

Fuel cell on EA.TV
The latest trends and research
results in the field of fuel cells
and hydrogen are showcased
in 6 minutes and 36 seconds
in a new EA.TV film. On a trip
through North Rhine-Westphalia, viewers learn important facts from the Hydrogen
and Fuel Cell Technology User
Center, are taken on a tour
through Hürth on the fuel-cell
Hybrid bus, and are told about
the products made by Ceramic
Fuel Cells GmbH, of Heinsberg.
More on this topic: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/18559

Energy-efficiency label for
heating systems from 2015
From 26 September 2015 onward, new heating systems in
the European Union will, in accordance with a new Commission directive of the EU, be required to bear an energy label.
This label provides information
on how energy-efficient heating systems and their components are. The spectrum ranges from A++ for “Very good” to
G for “Deficient” efficiency. The
nine categories are also colour
coded from green to red. The
A++ and A+ categories include
CHP units, heat pumps and renewable energy sources. Inefficient low-temperature heating
appliances, on the other hand,
will disappear from the marketplace. Labels for hot-water
appliances and tanks are also
to be introduced.

New PV brochure
Using the energy of the sun is
free-of-charge and can continue virtually infinitely. These
are two convincing arguments
in favour of generating energy
using photovoltaics. The new
“Photovoltaics Guideline” brochure tells its readers how a
photovoltaics system actually
works, and whether it may be
worthwhile installing a system,
despite the amended RESA.
Questions on quality, technology and installation, along with
tax and insurance aspects, are
also answered in this brochure.

